SystemC AMS Based Frameworks for Virtual Prototyping of Heterogeneous Systems
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Abstract—This paper presents the past, present, and perspectives of the SystemC AMS standard as well as several commercial and academic frameworks gravitating around it that have been used to develop use cases in various cyber physical domains. After an overview of the standard, two frameworks are described: the COSIDE environment that supports the virtual prototyping of embedded HW/SW systems and its interaction with AMS circuits. Second, the SICYPHOS framework that integrates SystemC AMS into the overall system development ecosystem. By an example we give details how SystemC AMS can be coupled with other simulation tools (OpenModelica) while keeping simulation speed and accuracy high. Another example shows how SystemC AMS can be used as foundation technology to create specialized user-defined models of computation (MoC).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The design of heterogeneous systems always involves different disciplines and physical domains, controlled at some point by embedded software. In traditional design flows, the various components of the system are usually designed by different domain experts with specific idiosyncrasies, and limited knowledge of their immediate environment. Problems arise from the fact that these components of various origins tightly interact in practice on the chip and any fault in the independently developed system parts can jeopardize the global system integrity at any time. Furthermore, heterogeneous systems tightly interact with their immediate, and often external, environment. As a result, the design process must take into account environmental conditions that are not always well known. Different components in these systems imply the management of tolerances, uncertainties, and deviations from the expected responses.

To address these issues, system-level simulation and model-based design methodologies are widely used. However, using those component models independently is not sufficient to evaluate the holistic behavior of the system and combining models from multiple domains is a challenging task. This is due to the different abstraction levels that have to be used to address the needs of the concerned engineering domain, the interaction of behaviors with very different time constants, and the need to execute the resulting models through different Models of Computation (MoCs). In this context, SystemC and its AMS extensions can be used with noticeable profit.

The literature on SystemC AMS is now abundant, and shows that various physical domains have been addressed, ranging from mechanics to biology, fluidics [26] and bond graphs [26]. With a substantial amount of contributions related to automotive and RF systems, this standard appeared over the years as an attractive virtual prototyping solution for many industry and academia designers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the origins of the SystemC AMS standard. Section 3 describes the virtual prototyping capabilities offered by the COSIDE environment, and Section 4 details the SICYPHOS environment with the help of a working automotive use case. Section 5 proposes another use case, which puts emphasis in the pragmatic encapsulation of nspice into a holistic SystemC-AMS-based virtual prototype for RFID systems. Section 6 concludes the paper.

II. HISTORY OF SYSTEMC AMS AND MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS

The origins of today’s SystemC AMS extensions can be traced back till 2001 [1,2]. This early SystemC-AMS prototype extended the then current SystemC 1.1 simulator with Synchronous Data Flow and Linear Electric Network MoCs. A SystemC AMS study group was formed soon-after [3] to further collect the requirements for SystemC AMS and implementation experience from other SystemC extensions to refine the semantics of the new MoCs and test them in the prototype [4]. The development of the SystemC AMS standard continued in the AMS Working Group (AMSWG) of the Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI) in 2006. The working groups mission is to define and develop the language, associated methodologies and class libraries for abstract modeling approaches for analog, mixed-signal, and RF systems in SystemC. 2010 marked the release of the SystemC AMS 1.0 standard [4], which first enabled to describe analog/mixed-signal behavior using three MoCs (Timed Data Flow (TDF), Linear Signal Flow (LSF), and Electrical Linear Networks (ELN)) as a natural extension to existing SystemC-based design methodologies. In March 2013, the SystemC AMS 2.0
standard update [10] was released including features for dynamic and reactive modeling at a high level of abstraction.

A further revision of the SystemC AMS standard was released on April 6, 2016 as IEEE Std 1666.1-2016. In combination with the well-established SystemC language (IEEE Std 1666-2011), a standards-based system-level modeling approach is now available to support functional modeling, model refinement, architecture exploration, and virtual prototyping of AMS systems.

One of the main achievements of the SystemC AMS language is probably the dynamic capabilities of the Timed Data Flow MoC. The initial TDF MoC of SystemC AMS was based on the traditional Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) MoC, which suffered from a severe restriction by imposing a fixed time step. In TDF, continuous signals are evaluated (sampled) in constant discrete time steps. Setting a small time step permits higher accuracy, but has a negative effect on the global simulation performance. Therefore, it is crucial to set the time step to the most suitable value, in order to achieve a good accuracy-performance trade-off. Unfortunately, in heterogeneous systems, the different parts of the system commonly expose extremely different time constants, which might differ by several orders of magnitude. Moreover, the same part of the system might change its behavior during operation, e.g., if it implements active and sleep modes or if it is dynamically reconfigurable like in the case of software-defined radios. It is therefore crucial to be able to modify the time step and rates, at which samples are consumed/produced at the ports of TDF modules, during simulation. It is helpful to be able to dynamically suspend the execution of a TDF model to wait on events from the SystemC Discrete Event (DE) MoC. The dynamic features introduced in the IEEE Std 1666.1-2016 language address these advanced use cases.

Members of the AMSWG participated in the development of the SystemC implementation of the Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) standard (IEEE Std 1800.2-2017). It consolidates verification best practices offering a unified approach for test and sequence creation, building verification components, test bench configuration, and simulation. SystemC AMS and UVM provide complementary solutions for efficient virtual prototyping of heterogeneous systems.

III. THE SYSTEMC AMS COSIDE FRAMEWORK

The COSIDA Technologies GmbH was founded in 2015 as a spin-off from the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits (IIS), Design Automation Division (EAS), where the SystemC Proof of Concept simulator was initially developed. COSIDE [16] is an integrated design environment for heterogeneous systems. It closes the gap between the analog and digital domains as well as between the hardware and software worlds. The motivations for COSIDE were to speed up the modelling process, lowering the entry level for beginners, increasing the model quality, enable re-use and integrate system level design and simulation into the overall design flow. This will be achieved by graphical modelling capabilities, generation of code templates as well as large modelling libraries. So COSIDE offers a holistic system-level design entry by considering the different worlds of development jointly. On this way the overall system consisting of hardware, software, analogue as well as physical components can be co-designed and verified using virtual prototypes at different levels of abstraction. In practice, COSIDE offers an easy to use modeling framework to simulate and verify complete systems based on SystemC and SystemC AMS. It is the result of a long effort to propose to the ESL community an operational and complete virtual prototyping environment. Besides the advantages coming along with the underlying SystemC/SystemC AMS technologies like extremely fast simulation, a lot of import and export capabilities to numerous tools are provided. On this way COSIDE enables a seamless crossover from algorithm, concept, and architectural level design down to the implementation. Due COSIDE fully supports SystemC and the TLM standard any SystemC model can be integrated and thus third party digital platforms can be easily integrated. COSIDE integrates the Qbox, which provides based on the virtualization platform Qemu processor models. The environment comes along with debug capabilities like a scriptable mixed-signal waveform viewer, a SystemC/ SystemC AMS aware debugger and numerous library and utility functions. The integrated libraries provide modules at different abstraction levels and different modelling domains. Thus an RF library supports passband, baseband as well as envelope modelling. A mechanical library permits the modelling of the environment e.g. of complex sensors. Several communication libraries support the modelling of buses (e.g. LIN, CAN) as well as physical interfaces like SATA. Most of the COSIDE models can be used as templates for user defined models.

IV. THE SYSTEMC AMS SICYPHOS FRAMEWORK

SICYPHOS is an acronym for SLimulation of CYb er-Physical Systems. The SICYPHOS framework shows how to embed SystemC AMS into a systems modeling ecosystem for modeling of heterogeneous systems. SysML provides the overall model of the system structure and component interfaces between different domains (e.g., software, electrical, AMS, mechanical, etc.). Its key aspects are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The SICYPHOS framework.](image-url)

The SysML model is translated into domain-specific languages, in particular SystemC (AMS) or Modelica models. The generated models focus on two aspects:

- **Cross-domain consistency of interfaces and the generation of simulator coupling interfaces.**
- **Cross-domain tracking of uncertainties like tolerances, noise, drift, model inaccuracies, etc.** [5] supported by symbolic simulation of SystemC AMS models [6].

For this approach, the OpenModelica or JModelica environments are used for modeling of multiphysical systems,
actuators, sensors and their environment. The HW/SW co-design and analog-mixed signal modeling is done with SystemC AMS. Software can be modeled in C++; for interfacing with software models, e.g., TLM can be used or an instruction set simulator. The basis for the required simulator coupling is the TDF MoC of SystemC AMS. For integration with other Modelica simulators as well as MATLAB/Simulink, Dymola, ETAS ASCET, the code generation from SysML is capable to export the interface specification of the models following the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) standard. The proposed approach accelerates the systems design process through model-based systems development.

As a proposed co-simulation use case, a throttle valve actuator and associated control system have been modeled with OpenModelica and SystemC AMS. In an Electronic Throttle Controller (ETC), the response of the closed loop depends on the dynamics of the actuator. Therefore, the impact of varying properties, such as the gear ratio of the valve, the throttle blade inertia, supply voltage, and return spring constants, needs to be studied with the help of the developed model to understand the dynamics of the system and estimate the control performance. The FMI standard [9] enables the export of this model for use in other modeling environments.

![Figure 2: The SICYPHOS use case.](image)

The Figure 2 illustrates the co-simulation set-up, which embeds the Modelica models of the sensor and actuator in the SystemC AMS model of the overall Hw/Sw system. To accelerate the development of the latter and increase simulation speed, Transaction level modelling (TLM) is used to abstract communication between processor and peripherals. The TDF MoC and its dynamic features are used in the co-simulation backplane. To increase the simulation performance and to reduce the computation requirements, we investigated the possibility of dynamic simulation based on triggers from the physical environment. To this end, the environment model in OpenModelica is able to generate dynamic events to the co-simulation framework. For instance, the events like opening or closing of the throttle valve can be randomized and can be used to create dynamic events. This in turn triggers the control algorithms executed on the SystemC processor models. These algorithms implemented in C/C++ can be reused for the application software development. Figure 3 shows an example of system response simulated by the SICYPHOS environment.

![Figure 3: System response for throttle valve parameter variations.](image)

V. SYSTEMC AMS USE CASE: RFID

Several attempts have been made to introduce new MoCs in SystemC AMS to address new disciplines and modeling techniques, in particular MoCs that can handle non-linear behaviors. Unfortunately, these efforts needed to rely on non-standardized internal APIs of SystemC AMS complicating their implementation. By studying the pioneering works at Braunhofer on SystemC AMS and at Berkeley on Ptolemy regarding multi-MoC synchronization, the following work developed a methodology to simplify the addition of new MoCs to the SystemC AMS proof-of-concept simulator.

The developed solution is based on the fundamental concept of a MoC hierarchy with master-slave semantics. Starting from the description of several Models of Computation, the relevant features, which constitute the essence of a MoC, have been extracted, i.e., the information required to represent any MoC in an abstract way. In a second step, the concept of master-slave relationship as an interaction mechanism between Models of Computation was formalized. Master-slave semantics are a powerful concept for facilitating the simulation of heterogeneous systems, which individual components may be described using the semantics of conceptually very different MoCs while still seamlessly interacting with each other. This guarantees the flexibility of the target virtual prototyping environment.

By requiring that a master MoC solver does not need to be aware of the existence of potential slave MoC solvers, any slave MoC solver must comply with its master’s interface for model elaboration and simulation, i.e., fulfill all its requirements and meet all its expectations. This design decision makes it possible for these master-slave relationships to be represented as an encapsulation process. The approach specifies that all the available modes of interaction between MoCs to exchange information and synchronize their execution are statically defined and that they are provided by a slave MoC solver. This enables the automatic abstraction of a sub-model following the semantics of the slave MoC to a slave MoC solver object inside the master model. This hierarchical heterogeneity approach allows the user to focus only on the important and relevant design and modeling issues, not simulator related ones.

As an example, the passive RFID reading system in Figure 4 is modeled in SystemC AMS by means of three different MoCs, organized hierarchically: Discrete Event (DE) drives...
Timed Data Flow (TDF) that in turn drives the user-defined Electrical Networks (EN) MoC. The interesting point is that the master-slave semantics with a clearly defined API interface allowed to define a new EN MoC as an add-on to SystemC AMS that gives the end-user the possibility of the modeling of any linear or non-linear component as it in fact encapsulates the well-known ngspice simulator.

Figure 4: The RFID transceiver modeled with 3 MoCs.

![Image of RFID transceiver model with 3 MoCs](image_url)

Figure 5: RFID virtual prototyping tag bitstream traces. The RFID transceiver is composed of a transmission chain and a reception chain connected to the primary coil. The most interesting part, the transceiver reception circuit corresponds to an amplitude demodulator that aims at retrieving the information transmitted by the transponder. The demodulation chain is composed of an envelope detector, envelope filter, and an envelope centerer, all modeled with the EN MoC. The envelope detector aims at straightening the received signal, then removing its negative part as well as the carrier that supported the transmitted information. The virtual prototyping environment based on these principles is operational as stated by Figure 5.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the developments of the SystemC AMS extensions, resulting in an IEEE supported international language standard. The presented frameworks truly enable co-simulation of models developed with third-party tools in the SystemC AMS environment. Both commercial and academic tools have been described that fulfill the needs for efficient holistic simulation methodologies and formal model-based systems engineering. These methodologies seamlessly integrate both discrete and continuous domains with reasonable accuracy and enable highly promising and realistic system designs. They improve the modeling, co-simulation and verification at a high level of abstraction, and the embedded software developed in the virtual environments can be used directly in the final product.
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